Connelly-Delouvrier International Scholars (1999-Present)

**Kaitlyn Bullington - ‘25**
Accounting
Italy - Business and Culture in the Italian Context in Urbino

**Charles Cavolo - ‘25**
Marketing
United Kingdom - PPE Cambridge

**Bridget Duffy - ‘25**
Political Science
England - Honors Global Scholars Philosophy, Politics and Economics in Cambridge

**Mary Katherine Gallagher - ‘25**
Biology
Ireland - Honors Medical Humanities (Dublin, Ireland)
Jack Hobart - ‘25
Finance
England - Honors Global Scholars Philosophy, Politics, and Economics in Cambridge

Sarah Knoble - ‘25
Finance
Italy - BCIC: Business and Culture in the Italian Context

Grace Maresca - ‘25
Political Science
Cambridge, England - Politics, Philosophy, and Economics Program

Amanda McKean - ‘25
English
England - Honors Global Scholars Philosophy, Politics and Economics in Cambridge

Anthony Severns - ‘25
Finance
Italy - BCIC

Emma Stecher - ‘25
Political Science
England - Honors Global Scholars Philosophy, Politics, and Economics in Cambridge
Kathleen Jordan - ‘24
Political Science
Scotland, UK - Honors Global Scholars Humanities

Linh Le - ‘24
Finance
Italy - Business and Culture in the Italian Context

Sarah Pampalone - ‘24
Computer Engineering
Ireland - University College Dublin

Anna Pasiakos - ‘24
Marketing
United Kingdom - Honors Global Scholars Philosophy, Politics, and Ethics in Cambridge

Hannah Phillips - ‘24
Political Science
England - Politics Philosophy Economics (PPE) Honors Cohort
Devin Boatsman - ‘23
Finance
South Africa - IES University of Cape Town

Thomas DeStefanis - ‘23
Undeclared - Science
Scotland - St. Andrews Global Humanities Scholars

Alexander Fezza - ‘23
Communication
Scotland (United Kingdom) - Global Scholars Humanities

Fiona Gavin - ‘23
English
Spain - Spanish Language and Culture in Cadiz

Megan Kempf - ‘23
Finance
England - Politics, Philosophy, & Economics (PPE) Honors Cohort - University of Cambridge

Christina Kurian - ‘23
Economics
United Kingdom - Honors Global Scholars Philosophy, Politics and Economics in Cambridge
Colin Lilly - '23
Political Science
England - PPE Cambridge

Grace Lundell - '23
Exploratory Arts
Scotland, United Kingdom - Honors Global Scholars Humanities: St. Andrews

Samantha Neuman - '23
Finance
Italy - IES Milan Business Studies Program

Elise Pelletier - '23
Psychology BS
Spain - Villanova Semester: Spanish Language and Culture in Cádiz Program

Patrick Riss - '23
Philosophy
China - Education Abroad Network: Semester in Shanghai
Tori Schmitt - '23
Mathematics
Ireland - Irish Studies at the National University of Ireland, Galway

Joshua Tsai - '23
Cognitive and Behavioral Neuroscience
Ireland - Learning Cohorts Abroad: Medical Humanities

Allison Baroni - '22
Peace and Justice
Spain - Villanova University Cadiz Program

Madeline Bishop - '22
Economics
Ireland - Irish Studies in Galway

Christopher DiLullo - '22
Communication and Spanish
Spain - CIEE Communication, New Media & Journalism in Spanish

Austin Glass - '22
Business
United Kingdom - Politics, Philosophy, and Economics Cohort - Cambridge
Cenxiao Huang - ‘22
English and Art History
United Kingdom - IFSA- Oxford University

Lauren MacKinnon - ‘22
Marketing and Business Analytics
Spain - Syracuse University Madrid Program

Hannah Medsker - ‘22
Cognitive and Behavioral Neuroscience
Australia - The Education Abroad Network, University of Sydney

Annie Moore - ‘22
Marketing
Wales - Bangor University Arcadia

Jourdyn Nicholson - ‘22
Undeclared - Arts
Czech Republic - SIT Study Abroad Czech Republic: Arts & Social Change
Erin Rodriguez - ‘22
Political Science
United Kingdom - Honors Global Scholars PPE Cambridge

Sydney Stewart - ‘22
Undeclared - Arts
Spain - Unsure, likely non-Villanova program

Julia Sullivan - ‘22
Political Science Major, Business Minor
Denmark - DIS-Study Abroad in Scandanavia

Fiona Teahan - ‘22
Accounting and Business Analytics
Ireland - Galway - Irish Studies

Sara Allen - ‘21
Arab and Islamic Studies
United Kingdom - INSTEP study abroad in Cambridge with PPE

Megan Burke - ‘21
Undeclared Sociology
Scotland - The University of St. Andrews through Arcadia University
Gabriel Calvo - ‘21
Humanities
United Kingdom - Blackfriars Hall

Samantha DeCarlo - ‘21
Mathematics
Germany - BCA Marburg

Emily Ecklund - ‘21
Finance and International Business, Honors
Italy - IES Milan: Business Studies

Renner Emily - ‘21
Communication
Australia - University of Technology Sydney (with internship component)

Erin Fabian - ‘21
English
England - London Experience
Abigail Gehsmann - ‘21
Comprehensive Science, Honors
India, South Africa, Brazil - School for International Training (SIT) International Honors Program (IHP): Health and Community (Fall 1)

Sarah Ohlinger - ‘21
Management Information Systems
South Africa - IES Abroad - University of Cape Town

Tia Parisi - ‘21
Biology
Denmark - Danish Institute for Studying Abroad

Matthew Planchon - ‘21
Biology
Spain - Madrid- Syracuse University

Kaylan Purisima - ‘21
Peace and Justice / French and Francophone Studies
France - Lille Program at L'Universite Catholique de Lille

Emma Shultz - ‘21
Biology
Australia - University of New South Wales (Arcadia University)
Kate Breen - ‘20
Math/Spanish minor
Ireland - Trinity College - Dubline

Emily Brown - ‘20
Psychology & French
France - University of Minnesota in Montpellier, France

Caitlin Donahue - ‘20
Political Science & Philosophy
UK - Hertford College, Oxford University

Tess Heinrichs - ‘20
Cognitive & Behavioral Neuroscience
Denmark, Sweden - DIS Copenhagen

Spencer Hough - ‘20
Arabic & Islamic Studies, GIS
Morocco - AmidEast- North African Studies
Rachael Huegerich - ‘20
Peace and Justice & Communication
Italy - WFI Intership at the United Nation's International Fund for Agricultural Development

Timothy Long - ‘20
Humanities
United Kingdom - Blackfriars Hall, University of Oxford

Meagan Murray - ‘20
Sociology & Honors Degree
South Africa - SIT South Africa: Multiculturalism and Human Rights

Haley Randall - ‘20
Biology & Spanish
Panama - SIT Panama

Brandon Richards - ‘20
Economics & Spanish
Spain - Syracuse University Madrid Program

Gwen Saccocia - ‘20
Biology
Denmark - DIS Copenhagen (Public Health Core Course)
Allyson Smith - ‘20
Cognitive & Behavioral Neuroscience
Denmark, Sweden - DIS Copenhagen

Michael Woodford - ‘20
Economics & Business Analytics
England - PPE- Cambridge

Allison Wynne - ‘20
Psychology
New Zealand - Education Abroad Network: University of Otago

Manisha Banala - ‘19
Finance & International Business
Argentina, Spain, South Africa - SIT International Honors Program: Cities in the 21st Century: People, Planning and Politics

Samantha Bromberg - ‘19
Environmental Science
Australia - SIT- Australia : Sustainability and Enviornmentl Action
Margaret Alice Carter - ‘19
English & Spanish
Spain - Cadiz, Spain (Villanova Program)

Emily DiMatteo - ‘19
Economics & Honors
Denmark - DIS Copenhagen

Otto Ebele - ‘19
Finance, International Business
London, England - Institute of Economic and Political Studies at Cambridge (INSTEP)

Allison Garippa - ‘19
Political Science & Honors
United Kingdom - Pembroke College, Cambridge University

Sarah Godschall - ‘19
Civil Engineering
Ireland - National University of Ireland, Galway (Villanova Program)

Katherine Hayes - ‘19
Psychology
St. Andrews, Scotland - Global Scholars: Independent Humanities Scholars
Megan Kutzner - ‘19  
Arts  
St. Andrews, Scotland - Global Scholars: Independent Humanities Scholars

Brittany Manchisi - ‘19  
Marketing, Business Analytics, Honors  
Italy - BCIC Urbino Program

Georgia McCauley - ‘19  
Civil Engineering  
Ireland - National University of Ireland, Galway (Villanova Program)

Sean Murray - ‘19  
Political Science & Spanish  
Chile - CIEE Liberal Arts- Valparaiso Chile

Abigail Nash - ‘19  
Arts  
St. Andrews, Scotland - Global Scholars: Independent Humanities Scholars
Elise Parrish - ‘19
Economics, Cultural Studies
London, England - Global Scholars: Politics, Philosophy, and Economics

Sydney Riley - ‘19
Political Science & Philosophy
Copenhagen - DIS Copenhagen, Justice and Human Rights

Joseph Splendido - ‘19
Business, Honors
London, England - Global Scholars: Politics, Philosophy, and Economics

Elizabeth Taylor - ‘19
Political Science & Honors
Copenhagen - DIS Copenhagen, European Politics

Emma Grace Trollinger - ‘19
Economics & International Relations
France - IES Abroad Paris: Business and International Affairs

Corinna Vlahyiannis - ‘19
English & Economics
England - King's College London, Direct Enroll
Denisa Wartinbee - '19
Communication
St. Andrews, Scotland - Global Scholars: Independent Humanities Scholars

Hwa Pyung Yoo - ‘19
Cognitive Behavioral Neuroscience, Political Science, Honors
England - Lady Margaret Hall, Oxford University

Julia Barnett - ‘18
Marketing
Singapore - Singapore management University

Hannah Buggeln - ‘18
Theology, Honors
Seoul, South Korea - Council on International Educational Exchange (CIEE)

Alyssalee Curcio - ‘18
English, Honors
Emily Folse - ‘18
Cognitive and Behavioral Neuroscience
Denmark - DIS Psychology

Megan Galioto - ‘18
English
London, England - IFSA-Butler Oxford University

Austin Hake - ‘18
Chemical Engineering
Italy - Roma Tre, Arcadia

Mikaela Krim - ‘18
Economics, Honors
Spain - Instituto Franklin- Universidad de Alcalá

Tara More - ‘18
Political Science and History
England, UK - Global Scholars PPE

Matthew Nelson - ‘18
Economics and Political Science
England, UK - Global Scholars PPE: London School of Economics
Linh Nguyen - '18
Finance and International Business
France - Boston University Paris Internship Program

Kayla Quigley - ‘18
Finance, Economics
Galway, Ireland - National Institute of Galway Ireland

Brittany Schrader - ‘18
Undeclared
Scotland, UK - Global Scholars Humanities: St. Andrews

Samantha Sontag - ‘18
English, Honors

Ethan Swain - ‘18
Humanities, Theology
Brendan Carchidi - ‘17
I.G.I.S.
Lille, France - Villanova in Lille at the Universite Catholique de Lille

Megan Hazel - ‘17
Biology and FFS
France - Villanova in Lille

Lauren Kloss - ‘17
Spanish and Humanities
Spain - The Franklin Institute

Kasey Lynch - ‘17
Communication
Spain - Sevilla

Isabel Nelson - ‘17
Humanities
England, UK - Blackfriars Hall, University of Oxford

Bailey Paige - ‘17
French and Francophone Studies
Lille, France - Villanova in Lille at the Universite Catholique de Lille
Stephen Purcell - ‘17
English and Philosophy
England, UK - IFSA Butler: Hertford College, Oxford University

Alexandra Robinson - ‘17
Economics and Political Science
Argentina - IFSA Butler: Argentine Universities Program

Aimee Lee Russell - ‘17
Psychology and French and Francophone Studies
France - Villanova in Lille

Meghan Walsh - ‘17
Economics
Cambridge, England - Honors Program PPE Cohort at Cambridge

Matthew Zarenkiewicz - ‘17
Global Interdisciplinary Studies and Humanities
Serbia - School for International Training
Lauren Adelmann - ‘16
Biology
England - King's College Health and Society Program

Patrick Ciapciak - ‘16
History
Ireland - Trinity College of Dublin

Melissa Connolly - ‘16
Communication
Italy - Villanova University Vatican Internship Program

Brigid Cunnion - ‘16
Biology
Denmark - Danish Institute of Studies: Biomedicine

Scott Gosselin - ‘16
Economics
England - IFSA Butler Cambridge (Economics)

Grace Lassiter - ‘16
Cultural Studies
Switzerland - SIT Global Health and Development Policy
Tara Malanga - ‘16
Biology
Montpellier, France - Montpellier, France

Karen McConarty - ‘16
Communication
Spain - CIEE-Seville: Communication, New Media, and Journalism

Molly McGuinness - ‘16
Biochemistry
Denmark - Danish Institute of Study Abroad: Neuroscience

Christina Sebastiao - ‘16
Communication
South Africa - CIEE Arts & Science at University of Cape Town

Emily Tifft - ‘16
English
Oxford, England - IES Direct Enrollment at Oxford (St. Catherine's College)
Elise Van Arsdale - ‘16

English

Austria - IES Abroad

Emily Walthouse - ‘16

Undeclared

Scotland - Honors Program Global Scholars--Humanities Independent Scholars

Anna Bauer Beck - ‘15

Communication/French

Italy - Villanova Communication Department-Vatican Internship

Megan Brown - ‘15

Psychology/Humanities

England - Blackfriars Hall, Oxford University

Christopher Gelardi - ‘15

Humanities/Honors

Tunisia - SIT Tunisia--Emerging Identities in North Africa

Kristen Hallowell - ‘15

Sociology/Spanish

Argentina - Buenos Aires, Argentina--Advanced Spanish Immersion
Grace Kerrigan - ‘15
Psychology/Spanish
Spain - CIEE

Alexander Kuczmarski - ‘15
Biology/Honors
Spain - IES Madrid

Nicole Latos - ‘15
Economics
China - CIEE--Business, Language, and Culture

Darby McDermott - ‘15
Humanities/Honors/Pre-Vet
Panama - SIT Panama--Tropical Ecology, Marine Ecosystems, and Biodiversity Conservation

Yvonne Okaka - ‘15
Comprehensive Science
South Africa - SIT Community Health and Social Policy
Janine Perri - ‘15
English/History
England - IFSA Butler--Oxford, St. Edmund Hall

Elaine Roghanian - ‘15
Humanities/English
France - Villanova in Lille--Universite Catholique de Lille

Lauren Troeller - ‘15
Finance/Accounting
England - Institute of Economic and Political Studies at Cambridge (INSTEP)

Rebecca Watson - ‘15
English
England - Oxford University--St. Catherine's College IFSA Butler

George Zimmer III - ‘15
Civil Engineering
Ireland - National University of Ireland, Galway

Michael Corcoran - ‘14
Political Science
England - Direct enrollment at Oxford University, Blackfriars
Sarah Dunbar - '14
History
England - Boston University London Art History Program with the Courtauld Institute of Art

Caitlin Flessate - ‘14
Institute for Global Interdisciplinary Studies
South Korea - CIEE Arts and Sciences study abroad program at CIEE Study Center at Yonsei University

Laura Humphrey - ‘14
Business
Spain - IES Madrid Language Arts Program

Jennifer Kelly - ‘14
Political Science
England - Direct enrollment at Oxford University, Blackfriars

Ariana Meltzer - ‘14
Institute for Global Interdisciplinary Studies
China - The Alliance for Global Education- Shanghai, ChinaShanghai University of Finance and Economics (SUFE)
Kelly Modrick - '14
Engineering
New Zealand - University of Auckland through Arcadia University

Elizabeth Morris - '14
Art History
The Netherlands - CIEE Netherlands, University of Amsterdam

Thomas Morris - '14
Art History
Czech Republic - SIT

Kyle Stephan - '14
Communication
United States - CIEE Seville, Spain Liberal Arts Program
Institutions: Universidad Pablo de Olavide, Universidad de Sevilla

Samantha Thoma - '14
Political Science
Spain - "Spain: Language, Community and Social Change" SIT Study Abroad

Kaitlin Thompson - '14
Political Science
Chile - SIT Chile Political Systems and Economic Development
Katherine Wiseman - ‘14
Communication
Denmark - The Child Diversity and Development Program at the Danish Institute for Study Abroad

Bethany Wood - ‘14
Political Science
France - American University Center of Provence's Marseille Program (All courses are offered directly by the program

Camila Zrein - ‘14
English
Scotland, UK - Arcadia- University of Edinburgh

Nicholas Bailes - ‘13
Institute for Global Interdisciplinary Studies
Brazil - SIT: Public Health, Race, and Human Rights

Caitlin Billingham - ‘13
Biology
Chile - Institutional affiliation with the Universidad de Tarapaca in Arica
Ryan Brown - ‘13
Humanities
England - Blackfriars Hall, Oxford University, Direct Enrollement

Robert Duffy - ‘13
Philosophy
England - Blackfriars Hall, Oxford University, Direct Enrollement

Michaela Gaziano - ‘13
Economics
South Africa - CIEE Liberal Arts and Sciences, Cape Town, South Africa

Rachel Glogowski - ‘13
Humanities
India - India: Sustainable Development and Social Change (SIT Study Abroad Program)

James Green - ‘13
Engineering
England - Oxford University, St. Catherine's College

Eric Guzzi - ‘13
Humanities
England - Oxford Black Friars Program
Victoria Hoang - ‘13

History

Brazil - SIT Brazil: Social Justice and Sustainable Development

Ryan Kosyla - ‘13

Honors Program

Greece - Arcadia University's Arcadia Center for Hellenic, Mediterranean, and Balkan Studies and Research in Athens, Greece

David Lawler - ‘13

Political Science

United Kingdom/ Ireland - Trinity University in Dublin

Laura Lovely - ‘13

Spanish Studies

Spain - Hispanic Studies in Valencia, Spain through the University of Virginia

Marissa Pardue - ‘13

Sociology

Ireland - SIT Study Abroad Program through World Learning Program Title: "Ireland: Transformation of Social and Political Conflict"
Casey Richards - ‘13
Institute for Global Interdisciplinary Studies
Japan - Kansai Gaidai, Osaka University

Kara Scannell - ‘13
Honors Program
Morocco - IES Study Abroad: Rabat

Nadejda Sergheeva Leavitt - ‘13
Economics
France - Strasbourg, France through Syracuse University

Olivia Albright - ‘12
Institute for Global Interdisciplinary Studies
Cameroon - SIT Social Pluralism and Development Program- Cameroon

Niamh Cloughley - ‘12
English
France - Boston University Paris Internship Program

Claire Condro - ‘12
Psychology
Scotland, UK - Scottish Parliamentary Program through Arcadia University

**Theresa Donohoe - ‘12**

English

France - Boston University's Grenoble Language and Liberal Arts Program

**Jacob Gofman - ‘12**

Business

England - Economics and Philosophy St. Edmund Hall, Oxford University, Butler Institute for Study Abroad

**Erin Mack - ‘12**

Political Science

United States - "Global Health and Development Policy" in Geneva, Switzerland sponsored by SIT

**Michelle McNamara - ‘12**

Communication

Madagascar - Maadagascar: National Identity and Social Change

**Maeghan Mikorski - ‘12**

Political Science

South Africa - University of Cape Town through Arcadia University
Andrew Quartuccio - ’12
Business
China - Syracuse University Abroad: Hong Kong- Courses taken at the Syracuse University Center in Hong Kong

Madeline Reynolds - ’12
Communication
Scotland, UK - Studying at the University of St. Andrews

Kevin Ryan - ’12
Philosophy
Peru - SIT Program (Peru: Indigenous Peoples and Globalization)

Andrew Santimays - ’12
Political Science
United Kingdom - Boston University London Internship Program

Amy Seeberger - ’12
History
England - Butler University's England Study Abroad Program at Worcester College in Oxford University

Kaitlin Smith - ’12
Economics
London, England - Villanova University Service-learning program

Kyle Van Decker - ‘12
Business
Italy - IES Abroad Milan, Bocconi University

Elizabeth Anderson Bossin - ‘11
Political Science
England - University College London (UCL)

Caitlin Armstrong - ‘11
Biology
Denmark - Danish Institute for Study Abroad

Margaret Banker - ‘11
Economics
Denmark - Danish Institute for Study Abroad (DIS)

Christina Brenner - ‘11
Business
Germany - University of Copenhagen IES Study Abroad European Union Program, Freiburg, Germany
Meghan Connors - ‘11
Humanities
Spain - CIEE- University de Sevilla: Liberal Arts

Laura Esposito - ‘11
Arts/Liberal Arts
Spain - CIEE Business and Society Program in Sevilla, Spain

Eliza Fradkin - ‘11
Biology
England - University College London through Arcadia University

Brian Greene - ‘11
Philosophy
England - Center for Education Abroad University of Oxford, Lady Margaret Hall

Edmund Kindelan - ‘11
Economics
Ireland - Quinn School of Business at University College Dublin

Tiffany Locke - ‘11
History
Alexander Lundy - ‘11
Environmental Studies
Panama - School for International Training in Panama. Development and Conservation

Bridget Lynch - ‘11
Psychology
Denmark - DIS- Danish Institute for Study Abroad Psychology Track

Maureen McElligott - ‘11
Economics
Spain - Syracuse University - Madrid Program

Kelly Morrissey Meyers - ‘11
Sociology
Australia - Sydney Internship Program, Boston University

Katelyn Murren - ‘11
Business
Paris, France - IES Abroad- French Studies Program
Sarah Pattison - ‘11
Chemistry
Italy - IES- Milan

Helene Purcell - ‘11
Economics
Spain - University of Salamanca (direct enrollment)

David Reddy - ‘11
Business
Argentina - IES Buenos Aires- University of Buenos Aires

Christina Riley - ‘11
Biology
Geneva, Switzerland - SIT Switzerland: Global Health and Development Policy

Paul Trahey - ‘11
Theology and Religious Studies
England - Blackfriars Hall, University of Oxford

Christina Villella - ‘11
Biology
Chelsea Woods - ‘11
English
England - IFSA-Butler Oxford University, Hertford College

Caitlin Wubbena - ‘11
Communication
Denmark - DIS- Children in a Multicultural Context

Karen Zusi - ‘11
Biology
Australia - SIT Australia: Rainforest, Reef, and Cultural Ecology

Abigail Butkus - ‘10
Accounting/International Business
France - IES Business and International Affairs

Stephanie Christenson - ‘10
Humanities
England - BU London Internship Program in Politics and International Relations
Bernadette Dalton - ‘10
Accounting/International Business
Ireland - National University of Ireland

Caitlin D'Amico - ‘10
English
Ireland - University College - Cork

Danielle Davies - ‘10
Biology/Honors
Spain - CIEE, University of Seville

Julianne Dudley - ‘10
English/Honors
England - ISA Butler, Oxford University

Adam Fitzpatrick - ‘10
Finance/Economics
Denmark - DIS International Business and Economics Program

Ashley Flanders Centano - ‘10
Finance/International Business
Alison Flukes - '10
Political Science/History
England - King's College London

Kerry Fulham - '10
Political Science/History
England - Boston University London Internship Program

Zachary Hayes - '10
Honors/Humanities
Argentina - CIEE Study Center in Beunos Aires

Jeffrey Johnson - '10
Accounting/Honors
England - Boston University London Internship Program

Megan Leo - '10
Political Science
Spain - IES Madrid
Cayce Lista Farina - ‘10
English
Chile - CIEE - Valparaiso

Jaime O'Brien - ‘10
Psychology
England - King's College London, Villanova's Service Learning

Brad Olade - ‘10
International Business/Finance
Australia - University of Melbourne

Brittany Parisi - ‘10
Political Science/Honors
Switzerland - Boston University Geneva Internship Program

Christina Pellegrini - ‘10
English/Honors
England - University College London

Tara Powers - ‘10
English/Honors
Spain - IES - Salamanca

**Samantha Ronan - ‘10**

English/Honors

Ireland - NUI - Galway

**Emily Southerton - ‘10**

Global Interdisciplinary Studies/English/Honors

Jordan - SIT Jordan: Modernization and Social Change

**Shashika Stanislaus - ‘10**

Philosophy/Honors

France - IES Paris French Studies Program

**Chad Sutherland - ‘10**

Finance/Economics/Honors

England - IFSA at Butler U/St. Catherine's College at Oxford

**Elizabeth Yancey - ‘10**

Geography/History

Finland - University of Oulu
Cassondra Zaleski - ‘10
Communications
France - IES - Paris French Studies

Alex Baumer - ‘09
Mechanical Engineering
England - King's College London

Jacqueline Bendert - ‘09
Political Science
Italy - ES - Milan

Madeline Chera - ‘09
Honors/Humanities
Denmark - Denmark international Study - University of Copenhagen

Danielle Dubow - ‘09
English/Spanish
Spain - University of Granada

Matthew Johnson - ‘09
Economics/Honors
England - London School of Economics and Political Science

Jamie Kapalko - ‘09
English
Italy - CIEE - Ferrara

Robert Keller - ‘09
English/Honors
England - University College of London

Erica Kemp Rompf - ‘09
English/Honors
Spain - Arcadia University Center for Education Abroad

Mary Lester Bauer - ‘09
Accounting
England - London School of Economics

Jacqueline Miraglia Lembeck - ‘09
Honors/English
France - ES - Paris
Michelle Modery - ‘09
Honors/History
England - Queen Mary University of London

Anastasia Orkwiszewski - ‘09
Spanish/Honors
Costa Rica - Centro Internacional para el Desarrollo Humano

Christina Park - ‘09
Finance/International Business
China - Shanghai University

Katherine Pretti - ‘09
Finance
England - University College of London

Stephanie Sickler Sweetland - ‘09
Marketing
Australia - University of Melbourne

Julia Skyban - ‘09
Finance/International Business
Charlotte Thurston - ‘09
English/Honors/History/Humanities
Ireland - National University of Ireland

Allison Wiseman Acker - ‘09
Honors/English
England - Oxford University

Justin Wyrobek - ‘09
Math/Humanities
Spain - CIEE - Seville

Ryan Barcza - ‘08
Management
Denmark - DIS - University of Copenhagen

Yulia Barnakova - ‘08
Finance/International Business
France - Boston University Paris Internship
Steven Bellizzi - ‘08
History/Honors
Spain - IES University of Granada

Sarah Blanchard - ‘08
Sociology/Honors
Spain - IES University of Granada

Erin Brault - ‘08
Biology
Denmark - DIS - University of Copenhagen

Christina Castro - ‘08
Spanish/Political Science
Spain - IES University of Salamanca

Madeline Dorger - ‘08
English
Czech Republic - SIT - Prague

Kellen Dougherty - ‘08
Finance/International Business
Amanda Epting - ‘08
Spanish/Political Science
Italy - IES - Sienna

Jay Finch - ‘08
Honors
England - University of Cambridge

Ryan Flynn - ‘08
Honors
China - IES - Beijing

Samuel Freedman - ‘08
Philosophy/Classics
- School for International Training

Yanina Frenklakh - ‘08
Political Science/Honors
Switzerland - Boston University Geneva Internship
Ryan Gilroy - ‘08  
Finance/International Business  
Italy - Arcadia University - Rome

Erin Grewe - ‘08  
Sociology/Honors  
England - IFSA Butler - Oxford University

Aisha Haynes - ‘08  
English  
Spain - IES - Madrid

Meredith Heister Eason - ‘08  
Philosophy/Communications  
Australia - IFSA - Butler Australia

Beatriz Argentina Iniguez - ‘08  
Art and Art History  
Mexico - SIT

Amy Knop-Narbutis - ‘08  
Honors
Spain - University of Seville

Elizabeth McElwee - ‘08
Sociology
Chile - SIT

Katharine McMaster - ‘08
History/Honors
- American University Center Provence

Robert McNamara - ‘08
Philosophy/Sociology/Honors
Ireland - NUI - Galway

Kelly Mimnaugh - ‘08
English/Honors
Italy - Arcadia University - Perugia

Renee Nolan - ‘08
Classics/Honors
Italy - Lexia International - Rome
Lauren Thum - ‘08
Human Services/Honors
India, China, South Africa - Boston University International Honors Program

Stephanie Trotta - ‘08
Honors/Economics
Switzerland - Boston University Geneva Internship

Daniel Trucil - ‘08
English/Communications
England - IFSA Butler - Oxford University

Elena Zoniadis - ‘08
Philosophy/Honors
Denmark - DIS - University of Copenhagen

Kristina Araujo Campmany - ‘07
Finance
Spain - CIEE - Business and Society Program, University of Seville

Blair Austin - ‘07
Management/International Business
Micheal Barr - ‘07
English
Australia - University of Melbourne

Elizabeth Bell McClure - ‘07
Human Services
Denmark - University of Copenhagen

Anthony Celo - ‘07
Philosophy/Math/Honors
Spain - University of Valencia

John Patrick Griffith - ‘07
Political Science/Economics
Switzerland - Boston University Geneva Internship

Molly Gron - ‘07
Art History
Italy - IES
Courtney Hogan - ‘07
Economics (Arts)
England - University of Westminster

David Hoke - ‘07
Biology
St. Croix, Bermuda, Canada - SEA Semester

Julia Kalloz - ‘07
Honors
Germany - IES Frieburg

Heather Keane - ‘07
Marketing/International Business
Spain - CIEE International Business and Language, University of Seville

Elizabeth Keider - ‘07
English
Spain - University of Madrid, IES

Kathryn Kelly - ‘07
Psychology
Italy - IES - Rome

Elena McDermott - ‘07
Political Science/Honors
Italy - Lorenzo de'Medici Institute

Brittany Medlin - ‘07
History
Denmark - University of Copenhagen

Alexander Olden - ‘07
English
England - University of Sussex

Mary Rauen - ‘07
Sociology/Honors
Spain - University of Granada

Joseph Ronca - ‘07
Theology/Honors
England - Oxford University
Kathleen Scanlan - ’07
Sociology/Political Science
Ireland - National University of Ireland, Galway - Villanova Program

Laura Sherman - ’07
Political Science/Honors
France - The International Partnership of Service Learning and Leadership

Michael Shiposh - ’07
Marketing/International Business
Australia - University of Queensland

Cristina Stells - ’07
Political Science/Philosophy
England - Oxford University

Emma Stewart - ’07
Political Science
Apain - University of Alicante

Emily Trovato - ’07
English
Michael Wagner - ‘07
Political Science/Honors
Spain - University of Alicante

Meghan Welteroth Small - ‘07
English/Honors
England - Oxford University

Jenna Wilson - ‘07
History
Italy - IES

Diane Coffey - ‘06
Honors/Sociology
India - Minnesota Studies in International Development

Brian DePaulo - ‘06
Arts/Business
England - Boston University London Internship Program
Christina DiPasquale - ‘06
Political Science/Sociology
Namibia - Center for Global Education

James Fattu - ‘06
Honors
- Studio Art Centers International, IIE

Odessa Fernandes - ‘06
Accounting/MIS
Ireland - National University of Ireland Galway, Villanova Program

Kimling Fink - ‘06
Marketing/Finance
England - Boston University London internship Program

James Greenspan - ‘06
Arts
Argentina - IES

Maureen Heard - ‘06
Honors/Political Science/Spanish
Spain - University of Madrid, IES

Daniel Hernandez - ‘06
History/Communications
Japan - CIEE, Sophia University

Phillip Hewitt - ‘06
English/Philosophy
- University of Oxford, ISA Butler

Lisa Hughes Gabler - ‘06
Honors/Economics (Arts)
Spain - SIT

Kathryn Kempf - ‘06
Finance/Spanish
Spain - CIEE

Matthew Luzzetti - ‘06
Economics (C&F)/Accounting
England - University of Cambridge INSTEP
Anna Obergfell Krikman - ‘06
Political Science/French
Cameroon - SIT

Eileen Rafferty - ‘06
English/Irish Studies
Ireland - National University of Ireland Galway, Villanova Program

Jessica Remo - ‘06
English/Communications
Italy - Fairfield University

Edward Robson - ‘06
Political Science/Business
England - University of Cambridge INSTEP

Amanda Roselli - ‘06
Honors
England - Queen Mary College

Bernard Singer - ‘06
Finance/Accounting/Spanish
England - London School of Economics

John Sullivan - ‘06
Honors/Political Science/Spanish
England - University of Oxford, ISA Butler

Jennifer Thompson Ciongoli - ‘06
English
Ireland - National University of Ireland Galway, Villanova Program

Ronald Turner - ‘06
Honors/Economics (Arts)/Mathematics
England - London School of Economics

Christopher Varano - ‘06
Honors/Political Science/Sociology
England - University of Oxford, ISA Butler

Laura Villanueva - ‘06
Arts
Spain - University of Seville, CIEE
Philip Walsh - '06
Philosophy
Japan - Kansai Gaidai University

Nicole Aimone - '05
Political Science/German
Germany - IES Freiburg

Nicholas Bouknight - '05
Commerce/Finance
England - INSTEP at Cambridge University

Andrea Chelariu - '05
Commerce & Finance
Ireland - National University of Ireland

Maria D'Amato - '05
Spanish/Communications
Spain - IES Madrid

Erin Dwyer - '05
Biology
England - Oxford University

Erin Dwyer Alvarez - ‘05
Biology
Spain - University of Seville, CIEE

Nicholas Eromin - ‘05
Economics/Finance
England - Cambridge University

Callen Fishman - ‘05
Human Services
England - University of Westminster

Andrea Ford - ‘05
English
England - Boston University London internship Program

Audrey Gilliam - ‘05
English/Honors
Spain - University of Seville
Andrew Hapke - ‘05
International Business/Management
Argentina - Lexia International Argentina

Katie Holcovage - ‘05
Civil Engineering
England - University of Manchester

Gail Kelley - ‘05
International Business/Marketing
Spain - CIEE Seville, Spain

Lindsy Klar - ‘05
Finance/Economics
England - Boston University London internship Program

Justin Knabb - ‘05
Accounting/Finance
Italy - University of Bocconi

Katie Krackenberger - ‘05
Political Science/Sociology/Honors
Elizabeth Lang Boring - ’05
Mathematical Sciences
England - Oxford University

Adrienne Laury - ’05
Biology/Honors
France - Lexia Program France

Robert Manzanares - ’05
Political Science/Spanish/Honors
Spain - CIEE, Alcala he Henares

Juliet Mazer-Schmidt - ’05
Spanish/English/Honors
Spain - IES in Madrid

Charles Messina - ’05
Communications/Honors
Italy - Arcadia
Laurie Ellen Park - ‘05
English/Philosophy
England - Oxford University

Catherine Peterman - ‘05
Psychology/Sociology
England - Oxford University

Katherine Pheasant - ‘05
English
Italy - American University of Rome

Gina Pitera - ‘05
Marketing/International Business
Italy - IES Milan

Melissa Shah - ‘05
Management
Spain - CIEE Seville, Spain

Ashley Slepicka - ‘05
Human Services/Spanish
Argentina - Institute for Study Abroad

Elizabeth Solly - ʼ05
Communications/Economics
Italy - IES Rome

Kathleen Spencer - ʼ05
Chemistry/Mathematics
Japan - Kansai Gaidai University

Erik Tobin - ʼ05
English/Spanish
Spain - CIEE Barcelona

Katherine Barr - ʼ04
Mathematics
Ireland - National University of Ireland

Chau Che - ʼ04
Biology
Spain - IES Madrid
Erin Colleran - ‘04
Honors/Political Science
France - Boston University Paris Internship

Francis Coughlin - ‘04
History/Pre-Med
Spain - Universitat de Barcelona

Rochelle Davidson Mhonde - ‘04
Communications/Sociology
South Africa - Lexia Overseas Study Programs

Melissa Dest - ‘04
Biology/French
France - Universite de Provence

Jenny Ann Diorio Garcia-Amaya - ‘04
Communications/Sociology
Spain - Universitat de Barcelona

Jennifer Doonan - ‘04
Psychology
Patrick Doyle - ‘04
Psychology/Honors
Scotland - University of St. Andrews

Kaitlin Drummond - ‘04
Psychology/Honors
Australia - School for Field Studies: Environmental Field Studies

Kaitlin Dunne Banner - ‘04
Political Science/Sociology/Honors
Spain - Universidad de Salamanca

Thomas Falbo Jr. - ‘04
Honors/Political Science
Italy - Instituto Venezia

Caitlin Fouratt - ‘04
Spanish
Bolivia or Costa Rica -
Christopher Graver - ‘04
Political Science
England - Oxford University

Ashley Hale - ‘04
History/Political Science
Spain - Universitat de Barcelona

Meghan Klaric - ‘04
Chemistry/Honors
Italy - Instituto Venezia

Lauren Koch - ‘04
Marketing
England - Boston University's London Center

Ryan MacMaster - ‘04
Honors/Political Science
Egypt - American University in Cairo

Kathleen Noone - ‘04
English/Political Science
Bruce O’Neill - ‘04
Philosophy/Sociology
England - Oxford University

Alicia Padovano - ‘04
French/Psychology/Honors
France - Universite de Provence

Katie Pease Richardson - ‘04
Marketing/International Business
Spain - Universidad Complutense de Madrid

Krista Pietrangelo - ‘04
Honors/English
England - Cambridge University

Michael Piquiera - ‘04
Accounting/International Business
Ireland - National University of Ireland
John Reinhart - ‘04
Honors/Communication
England - Boston University Internship Program

Bjorn Sayers - ‘04
Computer/Philosophy/Honors
Cuba - Universidad de la Habana

Gena Smith - ‘04
English
England - Queen Mary University of London

Melissa Wibbens - ‘04
Political Science
Czech Republic - Charles University

Josh Alcorn - ‘03
English/Honors
Ireland - National University of Ireland

Ami Badami - ‘03
Chemical Engineering
Erin Byrnes - ‘03
Political Science/Communications
Ireland - University of Dublin

Alyssa DeGennaro Hughes - ‘03
Finance
Australia - University of Sydney

Anne Fultz Dutton - ‘03
Political Science
England - Boston University London Internship Program

Jean Ellen Gismervik - ‘03
English/Philosophy
ireland - National University of Ireland

Elizabeth Howe - ‘03
History/Art History/Honors
Italy - Instituto Zambler
Kristy Lash DelMuto - ‘03
Communications/Honors
France - Institute for International Education

Michelle Liberatore - ‘03
Marketing
France - Ecole Superieure de Commerce de Dijon

Leah MacKenzie Patterson - ‘03
English
England - Oxford University

Janine McFarlane - ‘03
Marketing/Management Information Systems
Spain - Universidad de Devilla

Sarah O'Brien - ‘03
English
Ireland - National University of Ireland

Nicole Quiterio - ‘03
Biology
Australia - University of New South Wales

Sarah Rapke - ‘03
English/Secondary Education
England - Oxford University

Jennifer Reed - ‘03
Biology/Honors
Spain - University of Valencia

Leah Shimko Masny - ‘03
Civil Engineering
Australia - University of Melbourne

Monica Smith - ‘03
Honors
Ireland - National University of Ireland

Nancy Steedle - ‘03
Sociology/Economics
Uganda - School of International Training, Uganda Development Studies
Meghan Sullivan - ‘03
English
Ireland - National University of Ireland

Noel Terranova - ‘03
Theology/Honors
Belgium - Katholieke Universiteit

Carrie Theresa - ‘03
English/Honors
Ireland - University of Dublin

Christopher Updike - ‘03
Economics
England - Oxford University

Dena Vallano - ‘03
Biology/Honors
Australia - University of Melbourne

Kerry Whittemore - ‘03
Biology/Sociology/Honors
Christina Yuan - '03
Biology/Honors
Australia - University of Melbourne

Jennifer Zeltmann - '03
English
Italy - Lorenzo de'Medici Institute

Julie Albert Morris - '02
Accounting
Netherlands - University of Amsterdam

Lisa Bobkin Wyatt - '02
Accounting
France - Paris Program

Sarah Carley Ryan - '02
English
Ireland - National University of Ireland
Suzanna Cole - ‘02
Marketing
Italy - University of Bocconi

Anthony D'Inverno - ‘02
Finance
England - Oxford University

Timothy Dunne - ‘02
Political Science
England - Institute of Economics & Political Studies

John Edwards - ‘02
Psychology
England - Clinical Psychology Internship

Bridget Fednik - ‘02
Economics
Ireland - National University of Ireland

Theresa Finn - ‘02
Accounting
France - Paris Internship

Kathleen Gannon - ‘02
Honors/English
Spain - University of Seville

Natalie Guastavino - ‘02
Finance
Spain - University of Valencia

John Hobson - ‘02
Philosophy
Russia - Nizhny Novograd State University

Eileen King - ‘02
Communication
Spain - University of Valencia

Ryan McManemin - ‘02
Communication
China - Fudan University
Colleen Peyton - '02
Education
Spain - University of Valencia

Kathleen Quillinan - '02
Political Science/English
England - Modern British Studies Program and Institute for Study Abroad, Oxford University

Lotus Ryan - '02
Political Science
England - Mary and Westfield College

Andrew Schirmer - '02
Chemical Engineering
Australia - University of New South Wales

Ellie Sutton - '02
Economics
Ireland - National University of Ireland

Lauren Tort - '02
Economics/Spanish
Spain - University of Valencia

**Kevin Barry - ‘01**
Finance
Spain - University of Valencia

**Sarah Brino - ‘01**
Sociology
Italy - St. Mary's College in Rome, Italy

**Angela DiFabio Horstmann - ‘01**
Management Information Systems
Scotlane - University of Glasgow

**Katherine Dyczek Schirmer - ‘01**
Finance
England - London Internship Program

**Christopher Ferrero - ‘01**
Political Science
Switzerland - School of International Training
Elizabeth Goslin - ‘01
English/Spanish
Chile - Cooperating Programs in the Americas

Eleanor Hogan - ‘01
English
Ireland - Trinity College

B. Allen Kenney - ‘01
Honors/Philosophy/Economics
England - Oxford University

Margaret Kucharski - ‘01
Political Science
Ireland - University College

Daniel Puskar - ‘01
Honors/History/Biology
Botswana - School of International Training

Joanna Schwartz - ‘01
English/Spanish
Spain - University of Seville (Council Study Center)

Maryanne Stanganelli - ’01
Sociology
England - Oxford University

Cole Sternberg - ’01
Honors/Marketing
Germany - Institute for International Education

Beth Sweeney - ’01
English
Italy - St. Mary's College in Rome, Italy